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Greater Bilby
Greater Bilbies or as they’re known by the scientiﬁc
name Marcrostic Lagotis, have soft blue fur on their back
and a tan belly. The word Billbie comes from an
Aboriginal language Yuwaalaraay which means long
nosed rats, however today the “long nosed rat” can be
known as the easter bunny for the weight it holds just
like the modern day rabbit.The closest relative to the
Greater Bilby was the Lesser Bilby,however this beautiful
creature was estimated to be extinct in the 1950 by
Brittish sale men when ﬁrst came to colonise Australia
and could not ﬁnd any on land nor sea. Now the Greater
Bilby is following in it's elder’s tracks with the animal
now being only 600-700 left in the world. This could
mainly be because they only found mostly in Australia
and are very rare in other countries.

Diet
The Greater Bilby is an omnivore (they eat anything between
meat,plants,fungi,insects,spiders and more)eating any thing it can get
their hands on, one of the things they eat the most is something called
bulbs. Bulb is a leaf or stem of the top of the plants and since the bulb
holds lots of nutrients and moisture it can also hold water and that is
why the Greater Bilby does not need to drink water as much as other
animals.Even tho the animals are little and small they have strong
abilities to help them catch prey.The ﬁrst one is the sense of hearing
they can hear predators from any direction at once and run away but are
not so fast so they get caught,however when prey comes it's the other
way around the Greater Bilby hearing can really aﬀect the way it eats if
it didn’t have it's hearing it wouldn’t have all the food it can catch.The
Greater Bilby has a long sticky tongue to pick up their insects along with
the seeds on the ground,with one lick they can kill up to two bugs at a
time.also like the rabbit the Greater Bilby can jump almost about four or
three feet high which helps them with coming out of their burrows and
holes.

Appearance/Description
As we said before the Greater Bilby has light blue fur,and a tan belly they also have the weight of a normal
modern day rabbit,however there are diﬀerent weights between male and female bilbies.Male bilbies have
the weight about 1-2.5 kg, however the female bilbies way less the the male bilbies by 1.4 kg with them
weighing 1.1 kg.The Greater bilbies has a tail of a lemor with the pattern of black and white, the Greater
bilbies tale is 29 cm long (11.5 inches) but sometimes the Greater bilby tail starts at gray and ends with black.
The body of the Great bilby are 55cm in body length and are marsupials, marsupials are animals that have
pouches to carry babies when they are little. Other animals that are marsupials are kangaroos,wombats,tree
kangaroos,posume,koalas,and tasmanian devils,the Greater Bilbies babies will soon come out of the womb in
6 days when this happens the mother will be very protective,however when two days go by the greater bilby
baby will soon be able to go out and into the pouch.

Habitat
Desert is home to many animals and the Greater bilby falls under
the sundown of the desert too.In 1981-1985 people could not ﬁnd the
Greater bilby anywhere in Queensland, however recently they have
found them near Dimantha park and Dimantha river. These places
have rare sighting of the Greater bilbies but Gibber plains have the
most common sighting of the greater bilby,this is because there are
easy spots to dig and make burrows there are also more bugs and
fungi growing but there are rare sighting of fruits and veggies in
desert areas.Acacia Shrublands are one of the most common place
sto see a Greater bilby too, this is because they have easier places to
dig in both these places have a deserted area in them that is why the
Greater bilby likes it so much.
As we know the temperature in deserts are very unpleasantly hot
and with all the fur on the Greater bilby they would be burning,
however that is why the Greater bilby lives underground the
temperature drops when this animal goes underground as it is very
cold when underground then it is on surfaces.

Why are they endangered

The Greater bilby has many preditors and that is one of the main reasons it is
endangered because this little guy would deﬁnitely not win in a ﬁght versing a Inland
taipan,cats,dogs,snakes,and lizards this bilby would look like a delicious dinner for
them.As we all the know the greater bilbies ﬁghting skills are not that good with the
mix of a rabbit and a mouse that would be pretty useless and that is one of the big
reasons why it's endangered, the Greaters bilbies predators are all big and wild
animals that is why they can't really ﬁght back when it comes to these situations.
Another reason that the greater bilbies are endangered are because the loss of their
habitat from many diﬀerent buildings not only buildings but also a lot landﬁlled space
they can use instead of that is to make their home and burrows.

Why us
My habitat could help the animal with a lot of things for example it will make the Greater bilby feel home and happy
instead of making it feel like a display at the museum, with the sand ﬂoor and the tree and shrubs they will feel more
at home. Another reason why our habitat will help the animal is that it can rome without being hurt or being killed,an
idea I have for yous are too maybe put crickets mealworms and bugs in the sand for them to ﬁnd so they can feel like
they are living in the wild.One of the reasons the Lesser bilby is extinct is from the basic same reason as to why the
Greater bilby is endangered so if we do not act fast something bad will happen also with the animal now being only
600-700 left in the world there needs to be an improvement,however fortunately Dubbo taronga zoo at the begging
of the year had a 30 liter from a mummy Greater bilby.We need to help this animal before it's to late…
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Conclusion
In conclusion the greater bilby is an aboriginal native animal,it still roams the earth to this day,it had
the lesser bilby as it's ancestor but sadly was extinct in the 1960 from the british people taking their
land.the greater bilby wasn't a picky eater they eat whatever is edible,and also are only 1.1kg for
females and are 2.5 for male.based on the history of the bilby survival the common denominator for
it's endangerment to become extinct is none native animals such as cats and dogs,loss of habitat
been loss due to residential,industrial and civil construction,and also the bilbies soft nature that
prohibits them from ﬁghting back.

You should check out...
https://environment.des.qld.gov.au/wildlife/threatened-species/endangered/bilby#:~:text=Greater%20bilbies%20are%20omnivores%2C
%20meaning,as%20grasshoppers%2C%20beetles%20and%20termites.&text=It%20uses%20its%20big%20ears,up%20seeds%20fro
m%20the%20ground.
https://perthzoo.wa.gov.au/animal/bilby#:~:text=Big%20ears%20quickly%20detect%20insect,they%20need%20from%20their%20food.

https://onekindplanet.org/animal/greater-bilby/

https://www.bushheritage.org.au/species/bilby
https://www.wwf.org.au/search.aspx?moduleid=13&multisite=false&keywords=how%20many%20Bilbys%20are%20left%20in%20the%
20world#gs.duz3ly
https://australian.museum/learn/animals/mammals/greater-bilby/#:~:text=Bilbies%20are%20found%20in%20a,spinifex%20and%20tuss
ock%20grassland%20regions.

